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1. Story
“Acoustic Folium” is a musical event founded by youth organization called CreaTeam that takes
place every 1.5 – 2 months. The main idea of this event is to give everyone who wants to play music
(it can be already experienced bands or beginners) an opportunity to perform on the musical stage.
Organizers announce the date of the next “Acoustic Folium” event and everyone who is brave
enough and wants to play on the stage in front of his friends and other event attendees can send an
application to the event organizers. Entrance is free of charge.
In the application performer must indicate name of the band (or his own name), e-mail, number of
musicians, what kind of music they are playing (style), where do the band come from (do they need
a refund for the transportation costs), and what instruments are they playing. If the band is not able
to take with them some of the musical instruments that they need for performance (for example drum
set or piano), they must indicate in the application that they require this instruments. In this case
organizers will try to bring (or rent) this instruments by them own.
Each application is reviewed by the event organizers for approval or rejection according to the
possibilities they can provide. Number of participants (usually 10 performers) and the budget is
limited, in some cases organizers can not afford to pay for the rent of the full drum set (renting of the
drum set is quite expensive, especially if it is needed only to the one of ten performing bands) or pay
transportation costs for all of the applicants.
The musician applications approval app will help the event organizers to manage incoming
applications (approve or reject them), be prepared to the event (information about participants:
number of musicians and instruments they are playing will be stored in program, so it is possible to
run the report to print the information about musicians to the person who is responsible for the sound)
and automatically compose the preliminary program of the event.
This app could be used not only to the musical even organization, with minor changes it can be used
to any event organization where the people sending their applications (with certain criterias) for
participation.
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2. Persona
Yury
make communication between
musicians and CreaTeam more
simple, quick and effective.

26 year old; Masters degree in Computer Systems;
Works on the position since the CreaTeam was
founded (3 years); Manages all event applications and
communicates with musicians; excellent
communication skills; Loves acoustic music

 Receives applications from participants (makes decisions to
accept or refuse them)
 Makes the final program for the event
 Resolves problems with musicians (if someone can’t perform at
given time makes changes in final program or tries to find
needed instruments according to bands requirements)
 Daily Communication with musicians and others who are
interested in event via e-mail or FaceBook

Manager

 Provide all musicians with needed equipment (musical instruments or
devices)
 Resolve problems with transportation (if any)
 Make consistent program according to the received applications
(bands who are playing similar music should be close to each other
in program)
 Minimize costs of the event

 Band wants to participate but has no instruments (for example
drum set) or has instruments that can not be plugged to the
speakers (guitar or violin without microphone).
 Musicians has no transport to bring their instruments
 I need to answer to applications as fast as
possible
 I need to provide musicians with stuff they
ask
 I need to resolve issues with transportation
of musicians or their instruments

 Head of CreaTeam
 CreaTeam accountant
 Musicians
 Administration of place where the event will be

3. User Experience Journey
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3. Mock Up using SAP Fiori Prototyping Kit

4. App Prototype
Link for demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIGDFc8vaBQ
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